Vocabulary Crossword #3 for To Kill A Mockingbird

Vocabulary Words:
aberration
amiable
analogous
asinine
assuage
attire
caricature
constitute
cordial
eratic
evade
gallantly
impotent
indicative
inquisitive
malevolent
meditate
melancholy
morbid
perpetrate
piety
placid
procure
prowess
quell
sojourn
subtle
tranquil
unfathomable
vigil

Across
2. (adv) politely; in the manner of a gentleman
3. (adj) sad and gloomy
5. (v) to receive; to get
7. (adj) irregular; not in a steady cadence
10. (adj) sincere and kind
14. (adj) evil
15. (adj) not obvious or immediately apparent
19. (n) a deviation; a move from normal
20. (adj) powerless
23. (v) to quiet or pacify something
24. (n) a brief visit
25. (v) made up
26. (adj) friendly
28. (adj) shows or displays something

Down
1. (adj) not able to be understood
4. (adj) calm; quiet
6. (adj) gruesome; horrible
8. (n) superior ability or skill
9. (n) devotion to religious duties and practices
11. (v) to lessen or calm
12. (n) clothing
13. (n) a representation of a person where certain features may be exaggerated or distorted
16. (v) to avoid doing or saying something directly
17. (adj) stupid and silly
18. (adj) similar; comparable
20. (adj) questioning; prying
21. (v) carried out; committed
22. (adj) peaceful; serene
27. (n) a watch; a looking out